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ABSTRACT

We consider a version of reducing the critical dimension of space—time for superstrings

based on the internal symmetry group O(p, q). The new additional oscillators used are antisym-

metric second rank tensors associated with this group. The model admits the solution without extra

spatial dimension.
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1. Consistent superstring theories ( e.g. /1-4/ ) requires the critical di-
mension of space-time to be 10. In the spirits of Kaluza - Klein approach /5 /
the extra dimension can be reduced by compactification /6 / .

On the other hand, as has been shown by many authors ( e.g. /7-9/ ) the
critical dimension can be reduced also by introducing some non-abelian internal
symmetry. Along this line we consider here a version of such reduction.

Suppose that, there exists for supestring an internal space with the same
dimension D as that of ordinary external space-time, and its group of motion
is O(p,q),p + q =? D. Let the motion of string in this internal space be
described by antisymmetric second rank tensors waj,(T, a) ; a, b = 1,2,..., D,
together with its supersymmetric partner O^r^tr), which (anti)commute with
the ordinary orbital coordinates X^T, a) and their supersymmetric partners
^ ( T , a) like X^ and $^, they are world sheet scalar and Major ana spinor,
respectively.

2. The action for superstrings can be taken of the form:

where S^x'*^ is ordinary action for external space-time,

) L

^ ) (2)

pa being world sheet Dirac matrices,

p

Accordingly, the equations of motion for wofc and $ab are similar to those
for A> and *",

= 0

P
adae

ab = o (4)

and the canonical commutations read:

T,a),0$(T,v')} = - » ( , V " - iTVOW* - *) (5)

A, B being world sheet spinor indices , T)ab - Minkowski metric of the internal
space.
The mode expansion for uab and $ab are similar to those for X* and <!!"* ,
namely:

uab(r, a) = Cb + ftbr - i £ i fl?e™ cos na (6)



and

with
f Z + | for NS - sector
| Z for R — sector

The relations (5) correspond to the following commutation rules for the
internal mode oscillators

(8)

3. Consider now the operators

Ln = + ^
Gx s Gf^ + Gf^ (9)

where //&*'** and G^X'*^ are ordinary super Virasoro generators constructed
from orbital mode oscillators, obeying the algebra

(10)

_ f 1 for NS -
~\0 for R -

— sector
sector

and

[ f
* Lfc=-<» A =-°°

[
Lfc=-<»

n>=—o

By using the relations (8) it can be shown that:

= (n _ ro)£K2 + ^2 , (2 , _ 1 ) n ( n a _ r)6n+mi0

(12)

^D(D - 1)(4A2

T " "T



The equations (9) , (10) and (11) then give :

+A (13)

D(D + 1)(4A2 -

This result shows that the summed generators (9) satisfy the generalized super
Virasoro algebra with the substitution - D —* \D(D + 1) performed. Hence,
for the model to be consistent it is required that

±D(D + 1) = 10 (14)

thus giving D — 4 , and hence the model considered does not require any extra
spatial dimension.

Finally, it should benotedthat in the above described model the assumption
has been made that the dimension of external space-time D and that of internal
space d be the same. If this assumption is removed then in the equations (13) -
(15) instead of \D(D-1) there will stand D+\d(d-1). In this case there exist
also the solutions D — 9, d = 2; D = 7, d = 3 in addition to the D = d = 4
above mentioned.
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